United Press Presents
'Coach of Week' Award
To Sebo for First Win
Called 'Patient, Earnest, Stick-to-it Steve'
By Press Service in Making Nomination

'The kid' is best known for his actions of late, making the national headlines but not quite making it to the bottom of the sports’ column. He has been a constant presence in the United Press’ coverage, and now he has been awarded the 'Coach of Week' award for his first win in a long line of losses. Sebo’s粘性 and perseverance have made him a shining star in the world of sports, and his latest achievement has brought him national attention. The award recognizes his dedication and hard work, which have finally paid off in victory.

Wharton School Celebrates 75th Anniversary Saturday

Opening day ceremonies at the Wharton School’s 75th anniversary celebration will feature remarks on the state of the business economy. The major themes of the session, which will be on economic, political, labor relations, marketing, insurance, transportation, accounting, and accounting, will be the theme of the session since Joseph Wharton founded the Wharton School of Finance and Commerce, the first college business school, in 1891.

The first subject of the morning will be "The Consumer Deli Too?" Dr. Frank Parker, professor of statistics, will serve as chairman. Dr. Frank Parker, professor of statistics, will serve as chairman. The second subject of the session, "The Impact of the Talkathon on the Business Community," will be handled by Dr. Joseph M. Johnson, professor of insurance, of the afternoon session.

The "Coach of Week" award will be presented to Sebo, the coach who never gave up. Although he struggled in the beginning, his determination and hard work eventually led to success. The award is a testament to his粘性 and perseverance, and it serves as a reminder that hard work and dedication pay off in the end.
Freshman Celluloids

We, the BENG of 1935, with appropriate pride, present the Freshman Celluloids, a melodramatically interpreted, clutch box office, addressed ourselves to the BENG of 1939. This is the name that calmly and indignantly refused to be identified with the Freshman Celluloids, for the Freshman Celluloids is an entity to which we were not long before we discovered that these phenomena appeared to be new members of that sub-human species, known as the "September." Thereby, it became necessary to name ourselves, and we named ourselves, freshman. Thereafter, we named ourselves to all of those, whom latterly attended classes in the Freshman Celluloids, and we named ourselves, "September." To all of those, whom in the Freshman Celluloids, we named ourselves, "September." To all of those, whom in the Freshman Celluloids, we named ourselves, "September."

The weakness of your letters is evident; our Freshman Celluloids is an entity to which we were not long before we discovered that these phenomena appeared to be new members of that sub-human species, known as the "September." Thereby, it became necessary to name ourselves, and we named ourselves, freshman. Thereafter, we named ourselves to all of those, whom latterly attended classes in the Freshman Celluloids, and we named ourselves, "September." To all of those, whom in the Freshman Celluloids, we named ourselves, "September." To all of those, whom in the Freshman Celluloids, we named ourselves, "September."

Change the format of this text to make it more readable.
Penn Must Be Alert To Beat Tiger Eleven

Emphasizing that Princeton has better team this year than it did last year when the Tigers won the Ivy League Championship, Tim Penn, Penn's doorkeeper, warned the Quakers that they will have to be especially alert and ready, to win an Homingway day.

Tennario pointed out that the Quakers, now a single-wing offen- der, but that it is not a typical single-winger. Princeton, on the other hand, will be in action much of the time and also has a tendency to float its right end to the left of the left end.

Park Eligible

The Tigers' shifting tactics make the right tackle an eligible passer.

According to Tennario, Tom Morris, who scored three times against Columbia, is faster than any back the Quakers have yet faced. Against Penn last year Morris scored the only touchdowns in the 7-6 Tiger win.

Smartest in East

Tennario called John Sheep, the Tiger quarterback, one of the smartest in the East. Sheep, besides having an accurate throw, is also a fine line backer.

In the Princeton line, Tennario stayed out tackles Mike Bowman, the Tiger captain, as one of the finest linemen in the country.

D. P. FOOTBALL CONTEST

PRINCETON GAME

1. Entries must be deposited in D. P. poll box at Housing Hall Information Desk.

2. Winners will be announced in Thursday's, October 18, D. P. issue.

3. Only one entry per person allowed.

D. P. FOOTBALL CONTEST WINNERS

Fred Ackrathuck
Jahn MacFarland
James Orman
John MacFarland
Norm Kaufman (Opposite College Hall)
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"Bloodhounds Fantasey of Love, Passion, and Murder!"

Saturday, Oct. 13

Buddy Williams

and His Orchestra

The University Auditorium

124 So. 12th St.

Tickets 3.25, 2.50, 1.25, Tax incl.
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NOTICES

RECORD
The Institute Student Council will hold its meetings today in the institute office, Monday, 8 p.m., and at 5:10 p.m., Tuesday and Thursday.

MINERALS
All owners of all minerals who have not filed out assay cards come to the office today.

DAILY PENNSYLVANIAN
Classified Advertisements must be inserted by 3 p.m. today.

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 11, 19-

TALLY'S BARBER SHOP
3741 Walnut Street
Formerly of 221 South 36th Street

FLYING HASEL
All members of the Flying Hasel will hold their regular meetings at 5 p.m. in Institute Hall.

DO IT YOURSELF
Hi Fi Kits
- Preamplifiers
- Amplifiers
- AM-FM Tuners
- Speaker Enclosures

PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY
The Photographic Society will hold their meeting in Institute Hall tonight at 7:00 p.m.

COUNTERBUCKEY CLUB
There will be a banquette for Buckeye Club winners at 7:00 p.m. today at the University Auditorium.

ABBOTT DAIRES, INC.

ON THE DAIRY products "honor roll" for 80 years!

ABBOTT DAIRES, INC.

CHOCOLATE SOUR CREAM BUTTERMILK EIGHT EGGS BUTTER

ABBOTT DAIRES, INC.

PHI BATES CAMPUS ENDORSED

GRAD RINGS $29 50 PLUS TAXES

AT THE
UNIVERSITY JEWELERS
3459 Woodland Ave.
(Opposite College Hall)

NORM and DAVE KAUFMAN, Props.

FOR THOSE OF YOU EIGHT YEARS BEYOND PUBERTY WE HAVE

BAR SUPPLIES
- Glasses
- Jiggers
- Jokes
- Accessories

ZAVELLE'S GIFT SHOP
3409 WALNUT ST.

EATON PAPER MAY BE OBTAINED AT
ZAVELLE'S GIFT SHOP
3409 WALNUT

JESS BUTZ

Blaunor's

Market at 9th

69th Street

Shop in our two conveniently located stores. Five exciting floors in center city and three floors in our attractive new 69th Street store, filled with many fashion firsts for women and children. Looking ahead to the holidays, Blauner's features glamorous party dresses and festive gift items.

Blauner's Market at 9th - Open Mon. 9:30 to 9, Wed. 10 to 9, other days 9:30 to 5:30
Blauner's 69th Street - Open Mon., Wed., Fri., and Sat. 10 to 9:30, Tues. and Thurs. 10 to 5:30